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The 1990s have been called “the era of humanitarian intervention.”1 Of course, humanitarian intervention long predates that decade, but the humanitarian missions of the nineties were considerably more frequent and much more likely to be carried out by means of military force than in any previous era. During that hopeful decade, the United States, often in collaboration with other nations, undertook major military humanitarian operations in Northern Iraq, Somalia, Haiti, Bosnia, and Kosovo. Foreign powers also conducted dozens of smaller scale humanitarian missions in troubled nations ranging from East Timor to Sierra Leone. Throughout the decade, public opinion polls in the United States and Europe registered strong support for the use of military force to protect victims of genocide and other atrocities around the world.2

Despite these seemingly promising developments, the efficacy, and therefore the future of humanitarian intervention, remains in doubt. Although humanitarian intervention became more frequent in the nineties than it had been in the past, the quality of these missions did not rise nearly as quickly as their quantity. Indeed, most major humanitarian interventions of the decade barely “intervened” at all. They arrived only after much of the killing was over. Many arrived without the military capabilities, financial resources, or political mandate to protect victims effectively. More importantly, the international community failed altogether to intervene with force to prevent the worst atrocities of the
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decade, including the 1994 genocide in Rwanda and the bloody civil wars in Angola, Sudan, and the Congo.

In this paper I endeavor to explain what went wrong. I argue that advocates of military humanitarian intervention in the nineties—both inside and outside of Western governments and international organizations—seriously underestimated the material and political costs and challenges of these kinds of missions. Ultimately, the well-intentioned optimism about military humanitarian intervention that characterized the early nineties backfired. Without adequate resources and political support, intervention seldom lived up to the high expectations that advocates had created for it. On the contrary, in some cases intervention actually seems to have made things worse. By the end of the decade, these ineffectual operations led to a growing disillusionment with the concept of humanitarian intervention. I argue that if humanitarian intervention is to be saved, its proponents now must be prepared to focus on its challenges and risks as much as its promise.

I. A NEW WORLD ORDER?

At the dawn of the post-Cold War era a spirit of optimism was in the air. Many people looked forward to a future in which the international community would unite to prevent large-scale abuses of human rights around the globe. The collapse of the Soviet Union meant that one of the most important constraints on the deployment of American troops abroad—the risk that such missions would meet with political or even military opposition by a superpower adversary—had been lifted. In addition, the astonishing success of the U.S. military in the first Gulf War convinced many people that America had finally kicked the “Vietnam syndrome,” which had proved a powerful argument against the use of force under virtually any circumstances in the last decade and a half of the Cold War.

Even President George H.W. Bush, a committed realist famous for his advocacy of “prudence” in foreign affairs, couldn’t help but dream a little. Speaking to Congress at the end of the Gulf War in March 1991, he said:

Until now, the world we’ve known has been a world divided, a world of barbed wire and concrete block, conflict and cold war. And now, we can see a new world coming into view. A world in which there is the very real prospect of a new world order. In the words of Winston Churchill, a “world order” in which “the principles of justice and fair
play... protect the weak against the strong.” A world where the United Nations, freed from cold war stalemate, is poised to fulfill the historic vision of its founders. A world in which freedom and respect for human rights find a home among all nations.3

A second cause for optimism about humanitarian intervention in the nineties was an important change in the understanding of the conflicts that produced human rights abuses, especially among Western scholars. During the Cold War, the focus on the possibility of large-scale war with the Soviet Union meant that few scholars or policy makers devoted substantial attention to understanding phenomena like civil war, ethnic conflict, or genocide. These kinds of intra-state violence were hardly new, but as the Cold War drew to a close, scholars began to study them more carefully. A rough indication of this trend is revealed in the results of a simple search of the Harvard University Library catalog. For the forty years from 1950 to 1990, the catalog contains 186 English language books that mention the word “genocide” in the title—less than 5 books a year. In the fifteen years from 1990 to 2005, however, the tally had grown to 503 books—more than 33 a year.

The result of all this attention was a much more accurate understanding of intra-state conflicts and large-scale human rights abuses. During the Cold War, conventional wisdom tended to portray ethnic conflict and genocide as the result of irrational “ancient hatreds” between ethnic groups.4 These wars frequently were depicted as bloody conflagrations in which neighbors simply rose up and slaughtered their neighbors. As a result, many observers concluded that there was little anyone could do to prevent them. After all, despite decades of concerted efforts to promote tolerance among ethnic groups, most Western nations continue to struggle to maintain ethnic harmony at home. What hope did they have of solving these problems in foreign societies? At best, foreign military intervention would be a band-aid solution to such conflicts since the same ethnic hatreds assumed to have sparked the conflict in the first place would reignite it as soon as the troops went home. This thinking was reflected in the initial reactions of Bush administration officials to the violence that erupted in the former Yugoslavia in the early nineties. As Acting Secretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger summed up the administration’s view of the conflict in


1992, “[T]his war is not rational. There is no rationality at all about ethnic conflict. It is gut, it is hatred; it’s not for any set of values or purposes; it just goes on. And that kind of warfare is most difficult to bring to a halt.”

For those who took the time to study ethnic conflict in the former Yugoslavia and elsewhere, however, a very different picture began to emerge. Far from a war of all against all, the violence appeared to have been perpetrated by relatively small military and paramilitary groups acting under orders from political elites intent on consolidating their own power. These elites were not simply reacting to the wishes of hate-filled or bloodthirsty publics. Rather they consciously set out to incite feelings of hatred and distrust among ethnic groups in an effort to undermine more moderate political challengers and rally support for their own nationalist agendas.

This new understanding of the origins of ethnic conflict provided greater hope that relatively small-scale international interventions could restore peace and stability to war-ravaged societies. By the mid-nineties, this perspective on ethnic conflict—not just in Yugoslavia—had largely supplanted the old conventional wisdom among educated observers. While both Bush and Clinton administration officials had resisted early calls for intervention in Bosnia on the grounds that outsiders could not heal the ancient hatreds assumed to cause these conflicts, by 1999 Clinton, making the case for intervention in Kosovo, painted a very different picture:

We do no favors to ourselves or to the rest of the world when we justify looking away from this kind of slaughter by oversimplifying and conveniently in our own way demonizing the whole Balkans by saying that these people are simply incapable of civilized behavior with one another.... As long as people have existed, there have been problems among people who were different from one another and there probably always will be. But you do not have systematic slaughter in an effort to eradicate the religion, the culture, the heritage, the very record of presence of the people in any area, unless some politician thinks it is in his interest to foment that sort of hatred. That’s how these things happen. People with organized, political and military power decide it is in their interest that they get something out of convincing the people they control or they influence to go kill


other people and uproot them and dehumanize them. . . . And if people make decisions to do these kinds of things, other people can make decisions to stop them, and if the resources are properly arrayed, it can be done. And that is exactly what we intend to do.7

During the Cold War, human rights advocates almost always opposed the use of military force, even for humanitarian purposes. In Cambodia in the late 1970s, where the Khmer Rouge regime perpetrated some of the worst atrocities of the Cold War, calls for intervention were met with almost universal skepticism and scorn, even from organizations such as Amnesty International.8 But together, the geopolitical and intellectual developments described above convinced many human rights advocates that the vast military capabilities assembled during the Cold War could now be put to use saving lives rather than destroying them. This emerging attitude was captured in a 1992 New York Times editorial, published in response to comments from the then chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Colin Powell, who was urging the United States to stay out of the conflict in Yugoslavia.

When Americans spend more than $280 billion a year for defense, surely they ought to be getting more for their money than no-can-do. It is the prerogative of civilian leaders confronting this historic nightmare to ask the military for a range of options more sophisticated than off or on, stay out completely or go in all the way to total victory. With that in hand, President Bush could tell General Powell what President Lincoln once told General McClellan: “If you don’t want to use the Army, I should like to borrow it for a while.”9

These criticisms did not convince Bush to change his position on military intervention in Bosnia, but many observers believe that the decision to intervene in Somalia later that year was partially an effort to demonstrate that the administration was willing to use the military for humanitarian missions if conditions were favorable.10 The argument that low-risk, small-scale military operations could effectively prevent atrocities was forwarded by advocates of intervention in virtually every major episode of human rights abuse in the nineties. In Rwanda, General Romeo Dallaire famously claimed that he could have halted the genocide with a force of only five thousand troops. In the former Yugoslavia, the
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Clinton administration eventually deployed air power—scrupulously avoiding the use of ground forces—in Bosnia in 1995 and in Kosovo in 1999.

Although military humanitarian intervention in places like Somalia and Yugoslavia has undoubtedly saved lives, the high hopes that motivated intervention in the nineties have not been borne out. On the contrary, the record of humanitarian intervention reveals at least three major challenges that most advocates of intervention have yet to confront fully. An appreciation of these challenges need not lead to the abandonment of humanitarian intervention, but it does mean that intervention will rarely be as easy or as uncomplicated as some imagined it could be in the early years of the post-Cold War era.

II. MISSING MORAL CLARITY

Perhaps the most important challenge revealed by military humanitarian intervention in the nineties was that the moral clarity that advocates of human rights associated with the ends of intervention—saving innocent lives—was almost always blurred by a much more complicated reality on the ground. This challenge arose in at least two distinct ways.

First, although advocates of military humanitarian intervention frequently compared the atrocities of the nineties to the Holocaust, the moral calculus of intervention in these conflicts was inevitably more problematic. The Tutsi victims of Hutu génocidaires in Rwanda or the Bosnian Muslim and Kosovar Albanian victims of Serb paramilitaries in the former Yugoslavia were just as innocent as were the Jewish victims of the Nazis during the Second World War. Unlike the Holocaust, however, most instances of humanitarian intervention in the nineties aided not just defenseless civilians but also could not avoid providing direct or indirect support to armed factions claiming to represent victim groups. These armed factions were frequently responsible for major human rights abuses of their own.

In Bosnia, for example, the international community eventually backed Croatian and Bosnian Muslim forces in an effort to prevent atrocities by Serbs. While these forces were far less brutal than the Serbs, they were implicated in a number of large-scale atrocities. Most infamously, in August 1995 Croatian forces drove more than one hundred thousand Serbs in the Krajina region from their homes, killing
hundreds of civilians in what *The New York Times* described as “the largest single ‘ethnic cleansing’ of the war.”

Even UN peacekeepers in the region came under fire from Croatian troops. Three Croatian military leaders in charge of the campaign are currently being tried for crimes against humanity at The Hague.

The Clinton Administration had been aware of the attack well in advance. Indeed, a year earlier, the U.S. State Department had explicitly approved a deal that allowed private American military consultants to provide training and advice to the Croatian army in preparation for the offensive.

When NATO began air strikes against the Serbs a few weeks after the Krajina offensive began, one reporter concluded that “NATO planes had in effect become the Croatian and Bosnian air force.”

Similarly, after the NATO bombing campaign in 1999 helped evict Serb forces from Kosovo, the Kosovo Liberation Army turned on Serb civilians remaining in Kosovo and neighboring Macedonia, killing hundreds and forcing thousands to flee.

In Rwanda, although there was no major international military intervention, independent scholars estimate that the Tutsi-dominated Rwandan Patriotic Front was responsible for killing tens of thousands of Hutu civilians during and in the immediate aftermath of the genocide in 1994. Later, the Rwandan government became a major participant in the war in the neighboring Congo, a conflict that may have killed close to four million people between 1998 and 2004.

A second set of moral challenges was presented, not by the unsavory behavior of those we sought to protect, but by the unavoidable consequences of our own actions. Proponents of armed humanitarian intervention soon realized that even if the ends of military intervention were just, the means were often brutal.
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could be unambiguously humanitarian, the means could not. The interventions of the nineties confirmed that it is nearly impossible to employ military force without simultaneously violating important humanitarian and legal norms. The ongoing debate over the legality of military intervention in the affairs of other states to prevent domestic human rights abuses has been addressed at length elsewhere.\footnote{See generally INT’L COMM’N ON INTERVENTION AND STATE SOVEREIGNTY, THE RESPONSIBILITY TO PROTECT (Dec. 2001), available at http://www.iciss.ca/pdf/Commission-Report.pdf; HUMANITARIAN INTERVENTION: ETHICAL, LEGAL AND POLITICAL DILEMMAS (J.L Holzgrefe & Robert O. Keohane eds., 2003); FERNANDO TESÓN, HUMANITARIAN INTERVENTION: AN INQUIRY INTO LAW AND MORALITY (1988).} Here, it should suffice to say that while proponents of humanitarian intervention usually accept that intervention to prevent crimes against humanity can be justified under international law, there is no agreement on which states or international bodies have the authority to determine whether the use of force is justified in any specific case. This dilemma was felt especially keenly by the many individuals who supported NATO intervention in Kosovo in 1999—despite its lack of UN authorization—only to find themselves arguing against U.S. intervention in Iraq in 2003, at least in part, on the grounds that the Bush administration had failed to obtain UN endorsement.

Even more difficult to come to terms with than these legal dilemmas was the inevitable reality that using force to save lives frequently involves taking lives, including innocent lives. The interventions of the nineties demonstrated that even the most advanced precision-guided weapons could not eliminate “collateral damage” altogether. In Somalia during the infamous battle depicted in the book and movie \textit{Black Hawk Down} in 1993, U.S. forces killed at least five hundred Somalis, including many civilians.\footnote{MARK BOWDEN, \textit{BLACK HAWK DOWN} 333 (1999).} In Kosovo, in addition to between seven hundred and several thousand Serb military deaths, Human Rights Watch estimates that NATO air strikes killed more than five hundred civilians.\footnote{Human Rights Watch, \textit{Civilian Deaths in the NATO Air Campaign}, 12 HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH REPORT, Feb. 2000, http://www.hrw.org/reports/2000/nato/index.htm.} Many of the dead were actually Kosovar Albanian refugees who were mistakenly bombed while attempting to flee. These and other incidents led Human Rights Watch to conclude that NATO had violated international humanitarian law in its conduct of the war. Amnesty International specifically accused NATO of...
committing war crimes.\textsuperscript{22} Although the number of lives lost due to intervention was surely small compared to the (unknowable) number of lives that were saved, they are perhaps the most important reminder that there is no such thing as a clean war—even a humanitarian one.

### III. SAVING LIVES ON THE CHEAP

The second optimistic assumption regarding military humanitarian intervention that was challenged by the experience of intervention in the nineties was the notion that relatively small-scale, short-term operations could be effective in restoring peace and stability. Although Americans strongly supported the idea of humanitarian intervention in principle, in practice it appeared that few were willing to pay substantial costs in the service of saving lives abroad. At the outset of the U.S.-led intervention in Somalia in 1992, for example, polls showed that between 73 and 81 percent of Americans supported the intervention.\textsuperscript{23} Yet, a few days after eighteen American soldiers died in a fierce firefight in Mogadishu in October 1993, 60 percent of Americans polled agreed with the statement that “nothing the U.S. could accomplish in Somalia is worth the death of even one more soldier.”\textsuperscript{24}

Scholars who studied intra-state conflict in the early nineties had been correct in maintaining that ethnic conflict was not a war of all against all and, therefore, that there were greater opportunities for humanitarian intervention. But this recognition only made intervention possible, while Americans wanted it to be virtually bloodless. The United States may have conquered its Vietnam-era aversion to intervention with its decisive victory over Iraq in the first Gulf War, but the experience in Somalia less than two years later demonstrated that our tolerance for American casualties in humanitarian missions was lower than even our much-vaunted military could promise.

As a result, after Somalia, the United States participated in humanitarian interventions only if the risks to U.S. forces could be kept to an absolute minimum. This meant that the United States would stay out of many of the worst humanitarian conflicts altogether, as it did in
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Rwanda and Sudan, among other places. It also meant that when the United States did intervene with force, as it did in Bosnia in 1995 and in Kosovo in 1999, the operation would be limited to the use of airpower until most of the violence was over and both warring parties had agreed to accept international peacekeeping troops on the ground. Advocates of humanitarian intervention have frequently pointed to interventions like Bosnia and Kosovo as examples of what even limited military force can do to save lives. But upon closer examination, there is little evidence that either of these missions was highly effective.

In Bosnia, the Serbs were finally driven to the negotiating table, not by the air strikes, which focused mainly on air-defense targets and empty buildings, but by the combined Croatian-Bosnian ground offensive which had already captured large swaths of Serb-held territory and threatened to take even more. Indeed, Slobodan Milosevic had actually agreed to pressure his Bosnian Serb allies to accept a negotiated settlement more than ten days before the bombing began. As Paul Forage concludes, “The most important lesson of Deliberate Force [the codename of the NATO bombing mission in Bosnia] . . . was that air power alone does not work. . . . [O]ne of the key fictions that emerged following Deliberate Force was that air power was the decisive factor in bringing the Bosnian Serbs to the negotiating table.”

Unfortunately, many policymakers and human rights advocates simply assumed that the bombing had worked—an assumption that led many people to argue that a similarly short, limited bombing campaign would work again in Kosovo in 1999. Scholars continue to debate what role the air strikes—which lasted seventy-eight days—played in Milosevic’s decision to back down in the conflict over Kosovo. The air
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strikes may have contributed to the Serbian withdrawal, but they cannot be credited with preventing genocide, as many have suggested. After all, the air strikes did not stop the Serbs from killing between five and eleven thousand Kosovar Albanians, forcing over a million more from their homes and destroying more than one hundred thousand dwellings.30 If the Serbs had wished to kill even more, NATO planes could not have stopped them.

Perhaps even more disheartening than the failure of these examples of “low-cost” humanitarian intervention is the realization that the costs were, in fact, not really so low after all. It has been estimated that the costs of military intervention, refugee assistance, and economic development aid to Somalia, a country of about 8.5 million people, totaled over seven billion dollars.31 The intervention probably saved between 10,000 and 25,000 lives.32 To put it in the crudest possible terms, this meant the intervention cost between 280,000 and 700,000 dollars per life saved. International expenditures on the four million people of Bosnia came to almost fifty-four billion dollars from 1992-1998.33 The international community has spent billions more since then, easily bringing the total above sixty billion dollars—more than twice Bosnia’s annual GDP. There are no estimates of how many lives the intervention in Bosnia may have saved, but even if we assume that without intervention fully half of the two million Muslims living in Bosnia would have been killed, the intervention would have cost 60,000 dollars per life saved. In Kosovo, U.S. expenditures from the Department of Defense budget alone approached ten billion dollars from 1999 to 2005.34 Including economic aid and the costs incurred by other states would easily bring the total cost to well over fifteen billion dollars. Again, using the extremely unrealistic assumption that half of the 1.6 million Kosovar Albanians would have been killed without the NATO intervention, this comes to just under 20,000 dollars per life.

33 Andrea Kathryn Talentino, Bosnia, in THE COSTS OF CONFLICT: PREVENTION AND CURE IN THE GLOBAL ARENA supra note 31, at 25, 27.
These costs may seem low in absolute terms, but in comparison to other ways these scarce resources might have been spent to save lives abroad, military humanitarian intervention begins to look almost extravagant. International public health programs, for example, have the potential to save many more lives at a fraction of the cost. Three million people die each year from vaccine-preventable diseases. Measles alone killed approximately 870,000 people in 1999, almost all of them children. This is more people than died in the Rwandan genocide, between three and fifteen times as many people as died in Bosnia, and almost ninety times more than the number of people who died in Kosovo. The cost to immunize a child from measles is less than one dollar. Since not every vaccinated child would have died from measles without the vaccine, however, the cost per life saved comes to 244 dollars. Even using the generous estimates above of the number of lives saved by humanitarian intervention, this means that on a per-life basis measles vaccination would be two thousand times more cost effective than military intervention in Somalia, two hundred fifty times more effective than Bosnia, and eighty times more effective than Kosovo. These figures actually underestimate the cost effectiveness of vaccinations, since preventive public health expenditures such as these often more than pay for themselves in averted medical costs and increased productivity. And, of course, vaccinating children for measles did not require killing anyone or violating any international laws.

The lesson that many human rights advocates have drawn from these considerations is not that relatively low-cost military intervention cannot succeed but rather that post-factum intervention is no substitute for prevention. A careful study commissioned by the Carnegie Corporation, for example, concluded that early but robust efforts at conflict prevention were almost always more cost effective than reactive interventions. Unfortunately, this study, like most arguments for conflict prevention, seriously underestimated the real costs of preventive
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efforts by assuming that the international community can correctly identify the most serious humanitarian catastrophes long before they occur and by comparing the costs of prevention to the costs of intervention rather than to the costs and benefits of devoting the resources to other humanitarian efforts, like the public health programs described above.

In reality, identifying the most violent conflicts before they actually occur is extremely difficult. The international community was taken by surprise by many of the worst human rights abuses of the nineties. As UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali famously told reporters in Sarajevo in 1992, although the situation there seemed dire, his job was to think about all of the conflicts around the world that might benefit from intervention. “‘I understand your frustration,’ he said, ‘but you have a situation that is better than ten other places in the world. . . . I can give you a list.’”40 Thus, although the costs of prevention in any given conflict are surely much less than the costs of a purely reactive intervention, as with measles vaccinations, these costs must be multiplied many times over because intervention will likely be applied to many crises that never would have resulted in the massive loss of life.

If the costs of preventive intervention were very low, these considerations would not present a major problem. Unfortunately, the record of low-cost preventive missions in the nineties was at least as bad as the record of low-cost interventions after the fact. One of the most tragic aspects of the genocides in Bosnia and Rwanda was that UN peacekeepers were present during some of the worst episodes of violence. The problem in these cases was not the failure to attempt to prevent the violence. The problem was that the forces that were deployed were not provided with the resources or the political mandates to stop the violence breaking out around them.41 As a result, peacekeepers could do little more than stand by and watch the slaughter. Indeed, peacekeepers were attacked and killed in Somalia, Bosnia, and Rwanda, suggesting that they lacked even the resources needed to fully protect themselves, let alone millions of civilians.

It is possible that more robust preventive deployments would have been more effective, but they would not have been cheap. The Carnegie Corporation study estimated that robust preventive military missions in Bosnia would have cost ten to thirty-three billion dollars, and
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1.3 billion in Rwanda.\(^{42}\) Since there were dozens of crises during the nineties that might have been judged to be at risk of large-scale human rights abuses, the combined costs of highly capable prevention in all these places would almost certainly have been much higher than the costs of the relatively few reactive interventions that the international community actually carried out.

Of course, at a time when the United States alone has the wherewithal to devote somewhere between one and two trillion dollars to the war in Iraq, it is hard to believe that the international community as a whole could not afford to spend substantially more on humanitarian endeavors, like global public health projects as well as conflict prevention.\(^{43}\) But in light of the fact that the world already devotes far too few resources to either of these public goods—even before the Iraq War began to drain our coffers and dull our interest in foreign intervention—it seems unlikely that we will do so in the near future. Generating sustained political will for conflict prevention is especially difficult since if prevention succeeds, no one will appreciate how bad things would have been without intervention. Regardless of how many resources we can mobilize for conflict prevention in the future, however, if we are strictly concerned with saving the most lives in the most efficient ways possible, we will need to spend a great deal more on public health and humanitarian relief efforts before military intervention becomes cost effective in comparison.

IV. PERVERSE CONSEQUENCES

The final and perhaps least well-appreciated dilemma revealed by the military humanitarian interventions of the nineties is the possibility that intervention, especially intervention done on the cheap, may actually make matters worse for the victims of human rights abuses. There are several ways in which this perverse dynamic played itself out during the nineties.

Perhaps most importantly, limited military intervention like air strikes may succeed in increasing the costs of human rights abuses for perpetrators, but if perpetrators simply blame the victims for the setbacks and suffering inflicted by these policies, the incentives for perpetrators to

\(^{42}\) Talentino, supra note 33, at 51.

engage in violence against victim groups, and possibly even popular support for such attacks, may rise. Indeed, foreign intervention on behalf of victim groups has the potential to transform perpetrators’ perceptions of victims in ways that actually make violence more likely. Prior to international intervention, perpetrators usually see victim groups as hostile, which explains why perpetrators feel the need to target these groups for violence and repression. But perpetrators also tend to see victim groups as relatively weak. After all, victims’ powerlessness is what explains how they became victims in the first place. Because of this perceived weakness, perpetrators frequently conclude that victim groups will be susceptible to comparatively limited coercion within existing political structures. Foreign military intervention, however, changes victims into powerful and traitorous enemies, potentially capable of exacting revenge, seizing power, or breaking away from the state. Under these conditions, even moderate elements within perpetrator groups are more likely to support harsh measures to meet such threats. Since limited intervention such as air strikes cannot physically protect potential victims, however, these policies can risk inciting a slaughter.

In Rwanda, for example, foreign aid cutbacks and diplomatic pressure on the Hutu-dominated regime to end human rights abuses and accept the lopsided terms of the Arusha Accords may have helped convince Hutu extremists, and even some moderates, that the Tutsi minority posed a grave threat. Those Hutu who doubted the potential for such an outcome needed only to look across the border to Burundi where in 1993 extremist Tutsi army officers assassinated the newly elected Hutu president, Melchior Ndadaye, setting off a massive wave of ethnic violence, killing tens of thousands of people and leading to a return to Tutsi domination. When UN troops arrived to enforce the Arusha Accords, many Hutu saw the peacekeepers as allies of the Rwandan Patriotic Army, the Tutsi army that had invaded Rwanda in 1990. Unfortunately for the Tutsi population of Rwanda, these so-called allies proved unable to protect them when the killing began.

Likewise, the NATO bombing campaign in Kosovo appears to have hardened Serbian opinion against the Kosovar Albanians and rallied public support behind Milosevic, at least initially. Many Serbs donned tee shirts with a bull’s-eye target logo to express their solidarity against the West and for Milosevic’s regime. One Serb told a reporter that
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Milosevic was now seen as “defending his own people. Whoever was against Milosevic will now be for him.” 46 Still worse, some scholars have argued that the bombing actually provoked a major escalation in the violence or at least gave Milosevic the excuse he needed to implement a long-held plan to ethnically cleanse the region. 47 As noted above, NATO air power could do little to save the Kosovars on the ground from Serb paramilitaries. Indeed, in the effort to keep NATO casualties to an absolute minimum, NATO aircrafts were not permitted to fly below ten thousand feet. This policy kept the pilots out of range of Serbian anti-aircraft weapons but also made it difficult to distinguish between friends and foes on the ground, which in turn contributed to several incidents of mistaken attacks by NATO on Kosovar civilians.

In addition to encouraging perpetrators to crack down on victims, the prospect of foreign military intervention also may encourage victims to rise up—an extremely risky course of action if the intervening forces are incapable of protecting victims or if the potential intervention does not materialize in the end. 48 Perhaps the most clear-cut example of this perverse dynamic occurred in the aftermath of the first Gulf War. During the war, President Bush had encouraged the Iraqi people to “take matters into their own hands and force Saddam Hussein, the dictator, to step aside.” 49 Many Iraqi Kurds and Shiites responded to this call, believing that the United States would send military forces to assist them or at least protect them from retaliation by Saddam. It was not to be. Wishing to avoid being dragged into a quagmire in Iraq, Bush decided to end the war just one hundred hours after the ground invasion began. Saddam responded to the domestic uprisings with extreme brutality, killing perhaps twenty thousand Kurds and between thirty and sixty thousand Shiites, many of them civilians. 50 Close to two million Kurds fled their homes in the northern region of Iraq. Only after hundreds of thousands of Kurds had spilled across the border into Turkey, a NATO ally, did the United States, Britain, and France send troops to provide
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humanitarian relief and establish a safe haven for the Kurds in Northern Iraq. The Shiites were not so fortunate. Although the United States eventually established a no-fly zone over southern Iraq, by this time much of the killing was already over and coalition aircraft did little to prevent Iraqi ground forces from continuing to repress Shiites.

A similar pattern emerged in the former Yugoslavia where Western diplomatic recognition of Bosnia and vocal criticism of Serb human rights abuses encouraged some Bosnian Muslims to push for independence from the militarily superior Serbs in the belief that international military intervention would protect them from Serb reprisals.51 As the UN secretary-general’s special representative, Yasushi Akahi, warned after the United States opened a new embassy in Sarajevo in 1994, “[i]f anything emboldens the Muslim government to fight on, it’s things like this. . . . They can point to that and say, ‘See, the Americans are with us.’”52 The international community, however, was not willing to back up its rhetoric with military action until 1995, by which point between 60,000 and 250,000 people had been killed.

Likewise, in Kosovo, Western threats of intervention on behalf of persecuted Albanians appear to have emboldened Albanian rebels to confront the Serbs. As one Western diplomat concluded, “[i]nstead of calming things down and letting us figure out how to get everyone to the negotiation table, what we’ve done is give the Albanian fighters a feeling of euphoria. . . . This makes them bolder, and it also makes other Albanians want to join them.”53

V. CONCLUSIONS

In her review of America’s repeated failures to intervene to prevent genocide in the twentieth century, Samantha Power documents how American policy makers who opposed humanitarian intervention intentionally “overemphasized the ambiguity of the facts. They played up the likely futility, perversity, and jeopardy of any proposed intervention.”54 Indeed, advocates of intervention frequently dismiss

51 See Kuperman, supra note 48, at 62.
52 Mark Danner, Clinton, the UN and the Bosnian Disaster, N.Y. REV. BOOKS, Dec. 18, 1997, at 75.
54 See POWER, supra note 8, at 281-88.
concerns such as those raised above as nothing more than excuses or apologies for inaction. The fact that some people have sought to draw attention to the challenges of humanitarian intervention for cynical purposes, however, does not make these challenges any less real. On the contrary, we ignore them at our peril.

Proponents of military humanitarian intervention in the nineties often overlooked the simple truth that “humanitarian intervention” is nothing more than another name for war. The ends of humanitarian intervention may be different from those of traditional wars, but the means are much the same. And as human rights advocates understand better than most, war is never cheap or clean. It seldom makes anything better without making something else worse.

It is ironic that, in making the case for the limited interventions of the nineties, proponents of intervention often called upon the “lessons of the Holocaust.” The Holocaust offers many lessons, but one lesson it surely did not teach is that genocide can be prevented on the cheap or even that the effort to stop it with military force could be morally unambiguous. The effort to defeat Nazi Germany required the bloodiest war in human history. During that war even the “good guys” did terrible things.

This is not to say that war is never necessary or that its costs are never worth its benefits. But war is at best a necessary evil. The experience of humanitarian intervention in the nineties reminds us again, as William Tecumseh Sherman once warned, that “[e]very attempt to make war easy and safe will result in humiliation and disaster.”\textsuperscript{55} The best way to minimize the unavoidable risks and costs of war is by devoting more rather than less resources to its prosecution. If the international community cannot muster the will to pay these costs or bear these risks, we would do better to find other ways to practice our humanitarianism abroad. There will always be more children in need of vaccinations.

\textsuperscript{55} OWEN CONNOLLEY, ON WAR AND LEADERSHIP 30 (2002).